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Abstract—The article presents issues concerning the construc-
tion of autonomous wireless networks based on the IPv6 proto-
col. Prospects of implementation of IPv6 in wireless networks
and IPv6 features and mechanisms important in such applica-
tions are discussed. Research directions related to the use of
IPv6 in wireless networks are also outlined. Then the selected
concepts are described, arising in the course of the EFIPSANS
(Exposing the Features in IP Version Six Protocols that can
be Exploited/Extended for the Purposes of Designing/Building
Autonomic Networks and Services) project, during studies on
the autonomy of nodes and routing conﬁguration for wireless
networks. Concepts presented here apply to wireless ad hoc
mesh networks. Discussed is their nature and aspects related
to auto-conﬁguration and autonomously operating routing. In
particular, there is a Wireless Autonomic Routing Framework
(WARF) architecture presented.
Keywords—extension headers, IPv6, WiFi, wireless mesh net-
works.
1. Introduction
Techniques for creating wireless networks for data trans-
mission are as old and complex as those dedicated to wired
ones. Observing the development of wireless networks over
the past 40 years, two seemingly contradictory trends can be
found: high specialization towards a particular application
and uniformity in order to open for application software and
to connect globally available subnets to the network. This is
an apparent contradiction, because the ﬁrst goal is achieved
by choosing and developing the layer 2 protocols, while the
second objective is achieved by applying the higher layers
of TCP/IP protocol stack. Today many diﬀerent types of
wireless networks are used, such as:
– mobile communication networks, like CDMA2000,
EDGE, UMTS and LTE;
– private radio networks built using TETRA and GSM-
R technologies;
– broadband access networks exploiting WiMAX
(IEEE 802.16) and WiFi (IEEE 802.11) technologies;
– nomadic and mobile ad hoc networks relying on
WiFi;
– sensor networks exploiting ZigBee (IEEE 802.15.4)
technology.
They diﬀer not only in layer 2 protocols. Their diversity
is derived from the application requirements, geographical
coverage, number and mobility of nodes. The prevalence
of their deployments is also driven by economic factors (in-
cluding the history of the development of local economies)
and cultural aspects, resulting from the degree of education
of local communities.
Most of today’s wireless networks use the IPv4 protocol,
adopted as a mandatory standard in 1981 (RFC 791). Its
widespread use was 10 years later, when ﬁrst web servers
and web browsers appeared. IPv6 was adopted as a stan-
dard in 1998 (RFC 1883) and its global availability is
possible only since February 2008, when IANA launched
IPv6 DNS servers in the Internet backbone. The num-
ber of devices using IPv4 is huge and diﬃcult to assess
because of the countless number of private networks and
the widespread use of NAT. It is diﬃcult to expect that, in
a short term, users of these devices decide for their replace-
ment or reconﬁguration in order to move to IPv6. It is also
probable that, despite the many advantages of IPv6, major-
ity of the current IPv4 users will not want to change, as-
sessing that their network infrastructure meets their needs.
On the other hand, the pool of free IPv4 addresses is run-
ning out. On the basis of automatically updated statistics
(IPv4 address report1) it can be concluded that (at the time
of writing this publication):
– number of IANA- and RIR-alocated public IPv4 ad-
dresses is 3 098 000 000;
– number of public IPv4 addresses observed in core
routers’ BGP tables is 2 236 000 000;
– exhaustion of free IANA-allocatable address pool
will happen on July 19th 2011;
– exhaustion of free RIR-allocatable address pool will
happen on March 25th 2012.
At present we see that the global Internet is single, sup-
ported parallelly by two protocols: IPv4 and IPv6. There-
fore, we can be sure that due to the depletion of free IPv4
addresses, new installations of Internet access networks will
be based on IPv6. However, the rate of the existing net-
works modiﬁcation will result from the emergence of new
applications and network services, which functionality will
depend on the version of the IP protocol.
IPv6 compared to IPv4 has several advantages, as it formed
on the basis of experience of the operation of IPv4 net-
works. The beneﬁts of deploying IPv6 are discussed in
many publications, e.g., [1], [2], [3], [4]. What is worth
1www.potaroo.net/tools/ipv4/index.html
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to emphasize, this protocol is pro-developmental in terms
of ease of creating new technical solutions and new-quality
applications. It is possible to increase the globalization of
remote data collecting and control, in relation to the mas-
sive amount of terminal equipment. This also applies to
the access to devices operating in wireless networks.
There also several books written on the use of IPv6 in
wireless networks, e.g., [5], [6]. In summary, it can be
concluded that the IPv6 features important for the provi-
sioning of services in wireless networks, are:
• The size of the address space, important for operators
servicing millions of subscribers.
• Powerful mobility, which allows nodes to move be-
tween subnets without breaking the existing session.
Mobile IPv6 is more eﬃcient than Mobile IPv4.
With Mobile IPv6 a number of enhancements is re-
lated, such as hierarchical management of nodes mo-
bility (RFC 5380), subnet mobility within the In-
ternet (RFC 3963), rapid transfer of nodes between
access routers (RFC 5568) using layer 2 mechanisms
(e.g., WiFi roaming, WiMax), routing optimization
(RFC 4866), possibility of take-over of the responsi-
bility for the signaling associated with the node mo-
bility (RFC 5213) by the network.
• Auto-conﬁguration features are enhanced (detection
of neighbors and routers, announcing the network
preﬁx).
• The use of header compression potentially makes
IPv6 more eﬃcient than IPv4 – which is particularly
important in sensor networks.
• IPv6 oﬀers higher level of security compared to IPv4,
because
– a mandatory implementation of IPsec provides
more options for securing networks and applica-
tions - without the constraints imposed by NAT
servers;
– there is deﬁned a proposal of a standard for
securing, with IPsec and IKEv21, the signal-
ing between mobile nodes and home agents
(RFC 4877);
– it is possible to use the Secure Neighbor Dis-
covery Protocol (SEND, RFC 3971), which im-
proves the safety of nodes auto-conﬁguration –
which is particularly important in the radio in-
terfaces;
– SEND protocol increases the security of neigh-
bors discovery process. It’s most important
mechanisms are certiﬁcation paths for routers
authentication, and cryptographically generated
addresses (RFC 3972) to verify the sender.
• There is possible interoperability of devices in IPv6
and IPv4 subnets and tunneling of IPv6 traﬃc in IPv4
subnets.
Noteworthy is an interesting study [7] of the use of IPv6
in the satellite communication, commonly used in mili-
tary applications and for multimedia content distribution
(e.g., IPTV). Features typical in satellite communications,
such as broadcast and multicast, mobility and global reach-
ability, are well supported by IPv6.
Today, ongoing research related to wireless networks and
IPv6 protocol addresses a number of very diﬀerent issues.
Deserve a mention works on:
– communication between devices with low power con-
sumption, led by 6lowpan Working Group (IETF);
– optimization of Mobile IPv6 solutions, led by
MobOpts Working Group (IETF);
– communication between cars, and cars and road in-
frastructure in order to increase road safety (Geonet
Project, 7th Framework Programme);
– autonomy of the nodes and networks within the afore-
mentioned project EFIPSANS.
Issues that were analyzed in the EFIPSANS project
were: ISO/OSI crosslayer cooperation to improve the per-
formance of a wireless network [8], multipath routing,
which can increase performance and reliability of the net-
work [9], [10], mechanisms that can force node users to
a cooperation in order to optimize the utilization of net-
work resources [11], [12]. The result of the work is the
WARF architecture, presented later in this article, designed
to support autonomous routing in wireless mesh networks.
In the last section there is a concept of a new IPv6 exten-
sion header presented, which is a solution for an eﬃcient
transport of auto-conﬁguration and routing messages within
the wireless network.
2. Routing in Wireless Mesh Networks
Our interest focuses on wireless ad hoc networks, built on
the basis of a popular IEEE 802.11 standard. The popu-
larity is due to the extremely low equipment prices and
very attractive operating parameters [13], such as working
in unlicensed radio bands, high resistance to interferences,
high transmission rates. Ad hoc networks are a hot topic
of research for over 10 years. Approximately 120 routing
protocols for such networks were proposed, but prior to
the publication of the IEEE 802.11 standard in 1997, ex-
isted only 6 of them. Most of these proposals were pub-
lished in the conference materials, 30 of them were pro-
posed IETF standards, 2 of them are active IETF proposals
and 4 have become the IETF standards. Furthermore, there
are 4 patented proprietary protocols oﬀered in commer-
cial solutions. The multiplicity of these protocols demon-
strates the conﬂicting requirements of diﬀerent applications
of such networks. Mobile ad hoc networks are the sub-
ject of multiple present scientiﬁc conferences, such as Ubi-
Islands, International Conference on Ad Hoc Networks, In-
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ternational Conference on Cognitive Radio Oriented Wire-
less Networks and Communications, ICST Conference on
Access Network, International Conference of Wireless Net-
works, IEEE Symposium on Personal, Indoor and Mobile
Radio Communications.
A variation of ad hoc networks with relatively low topology
variability is a wireless mesh networks (WMN). WMNs can
be created as residential area networks, interim solutions
for servicing events, etc. They assume so-called nomadic
nature of users, namely the lack of mobility while using
the network. WMNs are typically created using nodes with
IEEE 802.11 radio interfaces. Despite years of research, de-
ployment rates of such networks are still very low. A cause
is that not all the problems associated with such networks
have been solved. There were too many routing protocols
developed, each of which has beneﬁcial properties only
in a speciﬁc network scenario: some protocols work ef-
ﬁciently in networks with low or high density of nodes,
while the other ones are dedicated to networks with low or
high topology changes dynamics. Unfortunately, in many
WMN applications it is diﬃcult to assume the characteris-
tics of network environment. The problem of selecting an
appropriate network protocol is further reinforced by the
ambiguous evaluation of the eﬀectiveness of metrics used
by the routing protocols (usually they are part of the rout-
ing protocols). A number of metrics speciﬁc to the WMNs
(including ETX, ETT, Airtime [14]) had been developed,
initial implementations, however, have not conﬁrmed the
beneﬁts of certain metrics, indicated by simulations [15].
One of the problems of present WMN solutions is the lack
of information exchange between diﬀerent network layers.
Such an approach signiﬁcantly and adversely aﬀects the
network behavior. A glaring example is the use of routing
protocols, which choose a path with the least number of
intermediate nodes (hop-count metric). In practice, it ap-
peared that a path formed in this way chooses the longest
network spans and therefore the ones characterized by the
lowest SNR, and consequently low bitrate (bitrate adapta-
tion to the link quality is part of the IEEE 802.11 stan-
dard) and the high probability of packet loss (packet loss
rate parameter) [16]. Using information from the phys-
ical layer would reject low-quality links in such a case.
It is worth noting that the use of information from dif-
ferent layers (cross-layer) is a classical approach used in
mobile communication systems (GSM/UMTS/LTE). In IP
networks such an approach is still not popular. Another
problem of 802.11 mesh networks is that all nodes of the
network use the same radio channel. This leads to poor net-
work performance due to the formation of relatively large
‘areas of interference’, where only one node can transmit
at the same time.
Furthermore, in most WMNs network management is still
centralized, inadequate to the possibility of spontaneous di-
vision of the network into two disjoint networks or a com-
bination of two disjoint networks into one. WMNs re-
quire speciﬁc network management solutions with special
focus on auto-conﬁguration (including IP address alloca-
tion). WMN networks are usually created not by the op-
erators with relevant experience, but by small companies
or the network users themselves. So an important require-
ment is to incorporate the advanced autonomous manage-
ment functions into them; manual management should be
kept to a minimum.
3. Auto-conﬁguration in Wireless
Mesh Networks
Wireless networks, because of their usually higher topol-
ogy variability, can much more beneﬁt from the auto-
conﬁguration features than wired networks. Therefore,
IPv6 can be preferred over IPv4, having more support for
auto-conﬁguration.
There are two kinds of auto-conﬁguration in IPv6:
– stateful – similar to that known from IPv4, using
DHCPv6 servers;
– stateless – that does not require the use of such
servers (RFC 2462).
A particular attention deserves the stateless auto-
conﬁguration, occurring in IPv4 only in a rudimentary
form – dynamic conﬁguration of IPv4 link-local addresses
(RFC 3927) and automatic private IP addressing and al-
locating for communication purposes local addresses from
the range 169.254.0.0/16. The most important mechanisms
for stateless auto-conﬁguration of IPv6 are: link-local ad-
dressing, automatically generated interface IDs, neighbor
discovery, duplicate address detection, router discovery and
preﬁx announcement.
IPv6 deﬁnes several validity ranges of the addresses, from
which the most important are global and link-local ad-
dresses. Global addresses are equivalent to public IPv4
addresses and can be used across the public Internet. Link-
local address is valid and must be unique only in the
“link”, understood as a layer 3 network. IPv6 allocates
preﬁx FE80::/10 for this purpose. These addresses allow
for communication between devices within the same net-
work, without having any knowledge of their location in the
surrounding networks, and so the network preﬁx. They can
be deﬁned manually, but most are generated automatically,
from layer 2 addresses, using the EUI-64 (extended unique
identiﬁer) schema. This allows for an easy connectivity
setup between devices attached to the same network.
As IPv6 does not deﬁne a broadcast address, it is impos-
sible to use well-known IPv4 ARP. It is replaced by the
neighbor discovery mechanism, supported by duplicate ad-
dresses detection, which are part of the ICMPv6 protocol.
IPv6 allows the end device that use the ICMPv6 protocol
for an automatic detection of the default router and the an-
nouncement of the network preﬁx. In conjunction with the
automatic generation of the interface ID it allows to au-
tomatically conﬁgure a full IPv6 address (64-bit network
preﬁx and 64-bit interface identiﬁer), which provides com-
munication between diﬀerent networks.
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The research in the EFIPSANS project has deﬁned new
mechanisms to support auto-conﬁguration of wireless net-
works – the use of several radio interfaces, automatic allo-
cation of radio channels and multi-path routing. For trans-
port of auto-conﬁguration messages IPv6 mechanism of the
extension headers is used. It allows to attach control mes-
sages to user traﬃc packets, which is especially advanta-
geous in radio networks with multiple access to a shared
medium, due to lack of eﬃciency losses as a result of ad-
ditional packets competing for access to the transmission
channel.
4. WARF Architecture
The above-mentioned problems associated with WMNs
show that a new, open and comprehensive approach to such
networks is necessary. It should:
– provide a distributed, autonomous management
mechanisms;
– facilitate exchange of information between the layers
of the network stack;
– support simultaneous use of diﬀerent routing proto-
cols (multi-protocol approach);
– allow for the multipath routing;
– ensure the determination of routing metrics in a rout-
ing protocol-independent way;
– allow the creation of networks using nodes with mul-
tiple radio interfaces.
Above requirements are met by the wireless autonomic
routing framework (WARF) architecture, developed by the
authors of this article in the aforementioned EFIPSANS
project. The main idea of the WARF approach is to create
an open environment for WMNs, supporting the above-
mentioned, advanced mechanisms, allowing for a relatively
easy replacement of algorithms responsible for each spe-
ciﬁc functionality. WARF is component architecture, allow-
ing for ﬂexibility in the implementation of various routing
protocols, routing metrics and radio resource management
mechanisms. The use of multiple radio interfaces enables
the dynamic resource (radio channels) management mech-
anism. It must be, however, supported by an appropriate
control protocol.
The WARF architecture deﬁnes basic building blocks re-
sponsible for realization of speciﬁc functions. Control mes-
sages exchange is performed by the IPv6 protocol, which
oﬀers signiﬁcant beneﬁts like large address space, mobil-
ity support and automatic protocol conﬁguration, with ad-
ditional features called WARF extensions. Thanks to the
uniﬁed approach to control messages transport it is possi-
ble to interpret diﬀerent messages by all WARF network
nodes. One of the mechanisms used for the uniﬁed mes-
sage transport mechanism is IPv6 WARF extension header.
The presented mechanisms contribute to higher level of
autonomy of the management of such networks, increas-
ing their productivity and reliability, as well as facilitat-
ing implementation. WARF extensions can be also used to
encapsulate control messages of existing routing protocols
such as AODV or AOMDV.
WARF architecture decomposition into functional blocks
results from a comparative analysis of ad hoc net-
works/WMNs routing protocols and the speciﬁcs of new,
described above, routing and resource management mecha-
nisms. The proposed decomposition is consistent with the
autonomous model proposed by IBM [17]. In this model
stands out: a part collecting information about the status of
the module or a network node (a sensory part), a decision
component (which in fact contains a control algorithm and
a knowledge base) and actuators. Due to the impact of the
decision on the status of the network and feedback informa-
tion obtained from sensors, we are dealing with a system
with feedback, with all the consequences of it – among oth-
ers the possibility of a delayed action or unstable operation
of a node, subnet or a whole network.
WARF architecture is similar to the decomposition pro-
posed by [18]. It consists of four main blocks, divided
further into modules (see Fig. 1):
– Resource Maintenance (RSM),
– Route Maintenance (RTM),
– Data Forwarding (DF),
– Policy Control (PC).
Resource Maintenance block contains a Resource State In-
formation (RSI) and a Resource Control (RC) modules.
Fig. 1. WARF architecture: Route Maintenance block consists of
4 modules: route discovery, route selection, route representation
and route fault detection.
The RSI module is responsible for radio resources (chan-
nels, radio links) monitoring – it monitors and spreads
all the information related to the resources state. This
may include parameters of diﬀerent network layers, in-
cluding SNR/SNIR, BER, FER, PLR, node load level, etc.
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Table 1
WARF architecture signalling messages
Category Message Parameters
Radio




Channel quality report (CHQREPORT) SNR
Channel load
Reporting node IPv6 address
Number of interfaces report (INTFREPORT)
Number of interfaces
Interface ID
Channel ID, TX power
Rporting node IPv6 address
Channel ID, TX power
Set signalling channel (SETSIGHCH) Requesting node IPv6 address
Target node IPv6 address
Route
Path metric (PATHMETRIC)





Announcing node IPv6 address
Destination network IPv6 address and mask
Legacy routing
IPv6 route request (PREQ) Parameters analog to the ones from the
protocol support
Route reply (RREP) original AODV protocol, adopted for
(AODV)
Route error (RERR) transporting IPv6 address information
Route reply acknowledgment (PREP-ACK) instead of IPv4
This module monitors both used and available resources.
This is important because of the adaptability of link pa-
rameters to propagation conditions. All these operations
are performed in real time. RSI may perform measure-
ments aggregation before further information transfer. This
module supports also calculations of routing metrics.
Resource control module is responsible for radio resource
conﬁguration. The algorithm controlling its operation uses
the RSI module information (quality of links and their load)
and on this basis decides whether to change the conﬁgu-
ration of resources. Reconﬁguration may be due to a con-
gestion in the selected routes or a damage to the links. To
change the conﬁguration of a radio channel a three-way
handshake protocol is used, and signalling messages are
have form of IPv6 WARF extension headers.
These modules work together to create a routing table,
which is the main output product of this block. They use
the resource conﬁguration and state information in order
to obtain information about the quality of paths (metrics).
All external information of this block use the same IPv6
WARF extension, regardless of the algorithm (routing pro-
tocol) used. When in this block classic protocols are used,
signalling messages are simply encapsulated. WARF mes-
sages of this block are classic routing protocols messages,
such as RouteREQest (RREQ), RouteRESPonse (RRESP),
RouteERRor (RERR).
Data forwarding block uses a routing table to forward pack-
ets. It selects the paths based on metrics. In the WARF
architecture it is assumed that this block can support multi-
path routing and QoS mechanisms, but these operations
require no additional WARF control messages. There is
also no support of ﬂows at the signalling level. Such sup-
port, however, can be built in.
Policy Control block controls all other blocks and mod-
ules. WARF is architecture with elements of autonomous
administration and a number of parameters of this archi-
tecture are subject to self-regulation. Nevertheless, it has
been decided to leave some degree of freedom, allowing
the network operator to create diﬀerent policies or change
the network proﬁle. The policy control block provides such
mechanisms.
5. IPv6 WARF Extension Header
In the described approach, it is proposed to use IPv6
protocol extension headers (RFC 2460) as a channel for
transporting WARF architecture signalling messages.
WARF-aware nodes can attach these messages as an ad-
ditional extension header, of the hop-by-hop option cat-
egory, to user data packets. Header of this category is
being analyzed by all the nodes along the packet path.
Such an approach has an important advantage: it does not
generate additional packets, what decreases demand for
computing power in communicating nodes and, what is
especially important in wireless networks, does not load
the transmission channel with the process of the medium
access competition.
Signalling messages, encapsulated in IPv6 extension header
are forwarded between nodes. There is proposed a hop-by-
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hop header, with number from the range 32-63. It’s leading
bits (001) mean “skip the header when you not recognize
it” (assuring compatibility with non-WARF-aware nodes)
and “a header can change along the path”.
Structure of the proposed header fulﬁlls the RFC 2460 re-
quirements. One header can transport multiple messages.
Messages are grouped into three categories: radio re-
source control, routing control and support for the legacy
routing protocol (e.g., AODV). Their list is presented
in Table 1.
One should be aware of two potential disadvantages of
sending messages via extension headers:
• It increases data packets length; it can excess the
MTU value for the given network.
• When no user data is sent for some time, an un-
acceptable delay in the signalling messages delivery
can occur.
Countermeasures to these shortcomings are easy to design.
It is proposed to use for the control messages transport
only short packets (e.g., TCP acknowledgement messages
or UDP voice packets). Moreover, it is possible to imple-
ment an integrated, intelligent transport, which, depending
on the occurrence and character of the user data and sig-
nal message urgency, selects for it’s transport one of three
channels: extension header, ICMP packet or zero-payload
packet.
6. Conclusions
The use of IPv6 in the Internet is now a reality. We are
observing a rapid development of dedicated IPv6 ex-
tensions for mobile applications and wireless networks.
The essential features of IPv6 and its extensions in sup-
port of the construction and operation of wireless net-
works are mechanisms for mobility, auto-conﬁguration and
security.
Presented in this article some results of studies carried out
in the EFIPSANS project show that deployment of a new
extension header can eﬀectively support the operation of
wireless mesh ad hoc networks. In particular, it can im-
prove routing mechanisms.
Although theoretical work on the operation of ad hoc mesh
networks is being carried for several years, their widespread
use is limited. The reason for this is twofold: lack of ap-
plications due to lack of universality of such networks and
lack of universality due to lack of autonomy of routing con-
ﬁguration. Routing algorithms and their parameters should
be selected to the speciﬁcs of the installation and use. This
requirement can be met through the deployment of WARF
architecture.
We think that the proposed IPv6 extension header could
become a factor facilitating construction of ﬂexible routing
architecture for wireless ad hoc networks and consequently
make them more eﬃcient and eﬀective in supporting
a variety of applications. Although IPv6 is not being im-
plemented in existing networks as quickly as expected,
we are convinced that in a few years it will be widely
used. A steady increase in the number of applications and
services that require a constant visibility of each node in
a network can be observed. For such applications and ser-
vices a direct visibility of the nodes, node independence
and continuity of network access are key features. As IPv6
better than IPv4 meets these objectives, it is deployed in
new networks and will, with some delay, appear in the
existing ones.
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